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About This Game

Backgammon's back... with a bang!

Loved by millions, played for centuries, backgammon is a two-player strategy game quite unlike any other. The goal is simple:
race to get your checkers off the board first. The deceptively deep rules and rhythm of backgammon has secured it as a favorite

among casual and veteran players alike.

Whether in single, local, online, multiplayer or blasting through the madness of Blitz mode: one taste and you'll be hooked.
Rendered in a gorgeous style - harnessing cutting-edge technology - this version of backgammon isn't merely a faithful

adaptation of the game it's a world you want to reach out and touch, a place and atmosphere you want to relax in.

Graduate from pupil to master, or veteran to.... show-off!

Features:
• Authentic, immersive Backgammon game play

• Stunning HD photo realistic visuals
• Challenge your friends locally and online

• Pair-up with opponents in real-time with Quick Play
• Take on challengers across the Globe with online ranking leader boards

• Asynchronous game play
• In-game Voice-Chat between players

• Blitz Mode adds arcade excitement with fun power-ups
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• Tutorials for beginners
• Featuring exclusive board design from Alexandra Llewellyn

• Standard rules and variants included
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Title: Backgammon Blitz
Genre: Casual
Developer:
VooFoo Studios
Publisher:
Nomad Games
Release Date: 12 Nov, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 2.0GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9600GT or AMD Radeon HD 4600

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 600 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0C Compatible

Additional Notes: Xinput Supported Controllers

English,French,Italian,German
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interesting game, but not suitable for players that are seeking excitement.. This is an excellent game if you are interested in
Backgammon but you don't have previous experience.
It has a good tutorial, good gameplay and nice graphics.. This game looked amazing from the trailer and images, too bad you
won't be playing it online anytime soon.. Great game. Easy to set-up an online match with friends. Those online games are saved
so you can quit and come back to that game as much as necessary.

My only complaint is that there is no way to confirm the move you want/take it back if you mess up. I understand the idea of
think before you play, however, when you're playing casually with a friend and you miscount a move it would be nice to be able
to take it back before passing the turn.

. nobody on the servers to play.....if you play with another friend after i game, will frozen. 4 euro for nothing!!!!
IT`S A CRAP!!!!!. Do I recommend this game? I do because I find that it delivers a accurate representation of Backgammon.
There are somethings I would like to go over though. First there is not a lot of setting to pick from there is not a lot of audio and
graphic options as well. There is a how to play sections which I find cool for anyone who has never played Backgammon before.
the UI is limited though but easy to use. There is a online which I have not been able to try as I cannot connect to anything. I
cant do a full on proper review that I would have liked to do with this as there is not a lot to cover apart from what I have said, I
will update this if I find out something new or something gets added. But I have to say this is one of the most polished and
greatly made, virtual backgammon games I have played.

Verdict:

85/100

Summary: As its a great game there is some stuff that needs to be changed. Like the UI and the settings. They also need to add
some more designs to the board and let us be able to customise the board ourselves. but other then that its good.. Crashiola
game. Four times, never finished a single game.
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Really enjoying this game, great graphics and nice atmosphere within the game. Would definately recommend for those who
have never played backgammon before. Worth getting this to learn and master the physical board game. Great buy.. I've played
almost two hours and was able to match with another player just ONCE. The game appears polished but it utterly fails in
multiplayer execution.. Not bad ... i like it. I bought this game about 2 weeks ago and have not been able to play online yet. All I
get when I try to play online is a server error message. After trying to contact VooFoo studios by email twice, I have still
recieved no reply. While waiting to see if the server error would come good, I played against the computer. Big mistake!
because I played against the A.I for more than the Steam allowable time, I was unable to claim a refund. This is pretty unfair as
I only bought the game to be able to play online, against other people, not against the machine. I would not recommend this
game to anyone who wants to play online, or wants any kind of back up when a problem occurs, or wants to be treated fairly..
Unfortunately this is not very good. Firstly I found it difficult to find people to play online. Secondly, after finding someone to
play the game constantly errors with 'game slot already in use'. This error is across multiple machines and therefore I cannot
play online. Support have been absolutely awful. Playing the computer even on the hardest setting isn't much of a challenge as
the AI (if you can call it that) is pretty stupid. It also crashes if I try to 'undo' a move. All in all this is about as bad as it gets.. It
is a really good game, and it has beutiful graphics... I only wish that there was the option to remove the highlights of the
movements, since in other games it is possible to do that and I would like that it can be deactivated. Thanks.... Really enjoying
this game, great graphics and nice atmosphere within the game. Would definately recommend for those who have never played
backgammon before. Worth getting this to learn and master the physical board game. Great buy.. Nice backgammon game.. I've
not tried the game online yet. And at first I got an error message but I am now able to enter the multiplayer lobby, which is
promising.

But i'm mostly basing the review on the single player experience. It has nice graphics, a lot of options. There is an undo feature
now. Different boards. An excellent tutorial. I didn't actually know how to play backgammon but in less than an hour I knew
how to play due to it's great tutorial and friendly interface that works very well with a controller or mouse.

There is also a hotseat mode so all in all i'm very happy with this and if the online works for me i'll be upping this review from
good, to excellent.

I did have some problems running at full screen which i was able to fix by the way. I use windows 10, and setting the launcher
and game.exe files to windows7 compatiblity fixed that problem.
. Nice game to learn backgammon in if you've never played it.
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